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1. Introduction 

Nuclear fragmentation», an important class of nuclear in

teractions beyond 20 MeV/iuare peripheric collisions in which the 

initial nuclei are not very much disturbed and only a snail num

ber of nucleons are actively Involved In the collision process. 

When, around 1970 the first HI bees» were obtained in Berkeley 

and Dubna, a systematic study of fragmentation processes became 

possible. Their phenomenology is by now well understood /l/. At 

relatlviatlc energies (̂  1 GeV/n) projectile fragments being at 

the beam rapidity can be detected in the forward direction in a 

small cone and are clearly separated from the target fragments. 

Important concepts like*limiting fragmentation and factorization 

of the cross sections are working in the relativistic region. 

Nuclear emulsion is a very good detector for projectile fragments 

at these energies /2/. The beam nuclei and the fragments are just 

black tracks propagating with small energy losses over the whole 

volume of the emulsion stack if they have the chance not to en

counter an emulsion nucleus and even in this case with a proba

bility of 30-40% a new heavy fragment can be produced. One is able 

to see if lucky enough many generations of fragments. 

Suppose now, that we want to measure the mean free path 

in emulsion for the beam nuclei and also for the nuclei (frag

ments) produced in the emulsion volume. For the beam we have to • 

measure the distances along the tracks from the point of entrance 

in emulsion, and for the fragments from the origin, that is the 

stars that created them. This is an estimation problem for the 
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single parameter A of the exponential distribution of the inter

action distances : 

f(x)dx = exp(- x/A) dx/X <i) 

The maximum likelihood estimate is the most used one due 

to its remarkable mathematical properties, among which the inde

pendence of the detector geometry is at a first place. In our case 

this estimate is given by : 

A* = SN/N (2) 

where S„ is the total length of both interacting and noninteracting 

tracks in a given interval in which N interactions are observed. 

The given interval can be chosen from centimeter to centimeter . 

along the tracks from the point of entry in the case of the beam, 

and from the point of creation for the fragments, in order to com

pare samples equally prepared. So, it looks like a routine job. 

However an amasing result has emerged, known as the Berkeley puzzle 

of Anomalons, because the Berkeley Emulsion Group has revealed it 

/3/. The estimated mfp does not depend on the distance, in the case 

of beam nuclei, but for the projectile fragments it seems to depend 

on it up to about 3 cm from the point of creation and only further 

on it is distance independent. The data can be fitted with a spe

cial fragment component (the anomalons) of 64 having a mfp of only 

2.5 cm, that is very small indeed (the U nuclei have a mfp of 3.2 

cm) . 

The prehistory of this effect goes back to Milone in 1954 

who observed it in cosmic rays /4/ and it was reborn in 1980 In 

much more definite experimental conditions at Berkeley /3/. 
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In their detailed Investigations, the Berkeley group worked 

out a number of statistical tests to prove the real physical origin 

of the effect. First the effect is out into evidence for the para

meter A, a charge independent mfp introduced through the following 

.theoretically justified formula : 

-b 
X - AZ (3) 

with A and b, 2 parameters depending on the concrete experimental 

situation and secondly an F test is applied to pair of mfp's for 

D > 3 cm. There is also a 3rd test on potemtlal lengths. 

In this work it will be proved however that anomalous art 

not real physical particles but rather mathematical objects and 

are due to the so-called waiting time paradox, a very intriguing 
< 

fact occuring for Poisson stochastic processes /5/, In other words, 

our thesis will be that Berkeley people have fallen into the trap 

of a mathematical paradox due to their way of treating the data. 

2. Poisson Processes 

we cannot understand physics without knowing in some detail 
* 

the mathematical grounds on which It is based. For"the fragmentation 

processes in emulsion the mathematical structure is given by the 

theory of Folsson stochastic point processes (for sufficient inci

dent flux). 

By definition a point process is a distribution of random 

points on the real axis. If the lengths of the intervals between 

consecutive events are Independent and Identically distributed 

random variables we have a renewal process. A renewal process with 

exponentially distributed intersVent Interval lengths is called a 
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Polsson process (Figure 1). The real axis can be the time axis 

(radioactivity) or the distance axis (emulsion) and the points 

may be considered as events. In emulsion the events are the in

teractions (the stars). In the theory of stochastic point pro

cesses a very Important problem is the following on*. If T is a 

random observation point on the process, what is the distribution 

of the distances to the next event of the process, known as re

sidual distances. For the Poisson process it is easy to show that 

this distribution is exponential with the same parameter as the 

original one. This is the famous loss of memory property of the 

exponential distribution. If we are interested in the number of 

events in a certain interval (T, T+t) this number is Poisson dis

tributed : 

Pk(t) » IW e (4) 
K k! 

where k is the naiber of events in t and v> 1* the exponential 

parameter. 

Let's consider the Poisson process for the primaries (the 

beam nuclei) in emulsion (Figure 2). It is seen that it looks 

like a number of segments from an usual horizontal Poisson process. 

The Important point is that we can establish the full equivalence 
« 

between the vertical Poisson process and the horizontal one due 

to the memoryless property. The parameter of the exponential dis

tribution is the same in the 2 cases as long as ve understand 

that the distances we measure are just residual distances. The 

truncation distance produces other residual distances and they can 

be considered as belonging to the same distribution. So, we don't 

expect any effect on the estimation of the exponential parameter 

for the beam nuclei. 
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Let us pass now to projectile fragments (Figure 3). In this 
case the equivalence between the vertical and the horizontal pro
cesses cannot be established. This is due, surprisingly to the 
presence of the origin of the process. By origin in the emulsion we 
mean'the star that created the fragment. Unlike primaries, in the 
case of projectile fragments we always measure along the tracks to 
the first Interaction. The residual distances in tne neighbourhood 
of the origin are not exponentially distributed with a constant 
parameter. The parameter depends on the truncation diaţanc*.* The 
origin of a stochastic process must be treated with much more care, 
because it might destroy results considered as evident. To under
stand the way In which the residual distances are distributed when 
they are close to the origin of the process, we present the wait
ing t'lme paradox on Feller's bus line example /5/. 

3. Malting Time Paradox 
Suppose that buses are coming in stations according to a 

Poisson process with a frequency u «no. of buses/unit of time. 
If a future passenger is coming into the station at a certain 
fixed time f, independent of the process the question is to know 
the mean waiting time, which at first look seems to be u . The 
only fact that the time intervs has a fixed point changes its 
density distribution to the following one t 

j -|IX 
V x e for 0 < x s T 

f(*> " - w (5) 
W(l + pT)e for x > T 

•o that the fixed point introduces a discontinuity in the distri
bution. The mean value of the intervals with fixed point can be 
easily calculated to be t 
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T _ _ -ţrx „ -vx - l r _ 
Mx - / v x e dx • J u(l+uT)xe dx • u I 2-exp(-vTy| (6) 

o T J 

The n e w waiting tine will be : 
-1 -I 

V • V 
W 

fl - | exp(-uT)"J (7) 
-1 -1 ao that-: u f v 
w 

Far away fro» the origin the paradox disappears* I.e. turna 
Into the paralogism, but this la only far away. Near the origin, tile 
process is not yet stationary (ergodic with respect to the mean 

4. Application of the Paradox to Anomalons 
We have seen that near the origin the residual distances 

have a mean value given by : 

where' : q - T/X (wa have passes! from the frequency v to the mfp X). 
rar away frcsi tha origin the effect wears out t q * • a^ X 1 X. 

Turning to tha theory of paradoxes we remind the reader 
that the assertion which seems obviously certain but Is not true 
is callad a paralogism, and tha true one but unbelievable is called 
a paradox. 

, Let ua discover the paralogism of anomalons. Our goal la to 
hava a vary good estimate for X. Wa cannot uaa tha maan value of the 
sample bacauaa In practice wa hava a small sample and tha maan valua 
will be dependent on the truncation distance (a bad property) i 
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x(A,T) -A(l - -3-* ) (9) 

l-e"q 

and only : x(A,-) * X (10) 

The beat thing to do ia to use the maximum likelihood estimate 

X*(X,N), where N is the number of interactions used to obtain >.*. 

Although there are some problems with the gaussian confidence li-

mita for small N, it is considered that X is independent of the 

stack aise or on the location of the track segment in which it is 

determined. Here lies however the paralogism because A* is not 

independent on the location of the trade segment especially when 

we are cloae to the origin of the proceas like in the case of pro

jectile fragmenta» The great advantage of the maximum likelihood 

estimate turna now Into a drawback. 

Stated differently, we expect, according to the paralogism: 

• _ 
< x > . x m x(X,«) (a good property) (11) 

and ao X la O.K. to obtain X . 

Howevar, due to the paradox t 

Xp(X,-> - A[l - | axp(-q)] (12) 

ao that i 

< A* > • îp(A,-) - X [l - £ exp(-q)J (13) 

The Introduction of the paradox in the experimental data la not 

vary eimple. Pirat of all wa have not only a single Poisaon procaaa, 

but a number of them with diffarant parameters X. Secondly we must 

apply the formula* for aach track segment. It is however not vary 

difficult to ahow that (see the Appendix)» 
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l • " I + î + e > ~ r e + e +e >] 
# (14) 
where q± - T±/\ ; q^ - T^/>. ; T. =* TA + Ax 

T ^ Tj are the locations of the edges of the segment on which X is 
determined with respect to the origin of the process. Ax • 1 cm. 
The last formula is the maximum likeţlihood estimate of X but 
taking into account the waiting (time) distance paradox and repro
duces quite well the experimental effect observed. 

5. Conclusions 
In this work a mathematical explanation of anomalona haa 

been given. Their exiatence la due to an Intriguing paradox oc-
curing near the origin of a Poisaon process becauae there the 
procesa is not yet stationary (ergodic With respect to the mean 
/6/). This nonergodlclty is known to occur alio for other typea 
of etochastic proceases, e.g. Nlener processes /6/. The beat thing 
to do la to avoid the origin by working for away from it, that is 
further than 3 cm in the caae of emulsion, where the effecta of 
the waiting (time) distance paradox can be neglected. The waiting 
time paradox muat ahow itaelf alao in radioactive decaya. However 
in nuclear emulaion* we have very eaay meaaurable Poisson proceaaea 
and ao an eaay discovery of the paradox. In a recent paper, 
foinov PI considere the m.l. estlawte uaed in /3/ae being blaaed 
and gives remedies. 
AeknomttdftmtnU i I «a east eretafwl to wf eoUesgwes Hani* HeXoVe, 
I.Uildf. tor aelaxal «iseassleas »a« «e dr. *.A.Ha\in for coaeeeta. 
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Appendix 

We want to prove the formula (14) for A... First of all 

we shall show that for a statistics containing interactidn distances 

with fixed points the theoretical nfp is given by : 

A(l - £ exp(- 2T/A)) (1A) 

The distances • (l - exp(-T/A)) included in the interval T 

have the usual constant A. The othor H exp(-T/A) distances have 

a different mfp t 

Aq " X(1 " J •*»<-*/*>> 

The mfp for all the distances in (0,T) is : 

M0(l - exp(-T/A))A + H0exp(-T/A)A(1- £exp(-T/A)) 

° (2A) 

The m.l. estimate for A. is t A. - S./B^ 

For A. : A. » S-j/̂ -ţ 
And for A.. inhetween T- and T. i 

A±1 - - i ^ i - W3ArVl . "lXl~"/l (3A) 

This gives us : 

N0A(l-exp(-qj)) (1- |exp(-2q j))-M0A(l-exp(-q1)) ( l - ^ e x p C ^ ) 
4 j M0(l - •xpC-qj)) - M0(l - « ? ( - « ! ) ) 

and finally we get the formula /14/. It lc worth noting the fol
lowing feature of this formula. Suppose that we are very close to 



the.origin so that q^ « 0 and q. * 0(T - 0). Then we can see that 
A. 

in this limit the formula (14) gives A.. - A/2. It looks like all 

the projectile fragments have the same mfp, but two times smaller 

than the normal one. 

The only problem is to accept that the tracks not finish» 

ing in (0,T) have the mfp X . We consider this mfp to be the dif

ference between the mean value of the distances with fixed points 

and the mean value of the residual distances : A * 2A_ - X . = A„ . 

q <r q 
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Figure Captions 
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Figure 1 Real axis with a random point distribution. 

If x is exponential distributed tbs process 

ii of Poisson type. 

Figure 2 a) Polsson Process for primaries in emulsion. 

b) Horlsontal Poisson process obtained from 

tbs vertical one. 

Figure 3 a) Polsson process for the projectile 
fragaents. 

b) Horizontal Poisson Process for the 
projectile fragments. 
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